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it is highly recommended that you use it in conjunction with another editor to verify that the save has been correctly hacked. (the 'backup ps3 password files' button in the editor will backup the hacked save.) it must be used after a hacking attempt. if it is used on a file that has no hacking attempts it will just change all the passwords. if the file has been hacked then the repaired strings will replace all the hacking attempts. (you can verify this by looking at the 'notes' section.) make sure that you are comfortable with using a hex editor to edit files. using the
same hex editor to edit the passwords as you do to edit the save with the hacking attempts may have unintended consequences. hacks ps3 save editor so that saves with invalid attributes are converted into valid saves (ignored saves are still converted) responds to any bug/glitch that would be considered by the user unavaiable (such as a save with an unused protective disc) by not doing anything can be used as a pretty much normal savestate hack, can even be used with cloud saves **any of the above will also be required to run the above mentioned

convert program. this is because this program detects emulators that are not correctly configured and just uses the 2014 compatibility mode.** there is currently a bug in the conversion tool that can cause saves with invalid attributes to be lost if the game works on a disc that was originally protected by a disc with invalid attributes. if this happens, try to use a legit save from the game's available saves instead
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